Alternative diagnostic criteria for major depressive disorder in patients with chronic pain.
Chronic pain is associated with high rates of major depressive disorder (MDD), but somatic symptoms caused by pain may complicate the diagnosis of MDD. Different methods to address this issue include the adoption of an inclusive approach to diagnosis (i.e. including all symptoms when assessing MDD, regardless of their presumed cause), an etiologic approach (i.e. disregarding symptoms that are caused by medical problems), and a substitutive approach (i.e. replacing somatic symptoms with non-somatic alternatives). In this study, 129 patients with chronic pain (56 men and 73 women) underwent semi-structured interviews addressing 23 individual symptoms of MDD. Detailed probing was undertaken into patients' perceptions of the causes of those symptoms that could potentially be brought on by pain. We found that the prevalence of MDD was highest with the inclusive diagnostic method (35.7%), lowest with an etiologic approach that discounted symptoms based on patient attributions (19.4%), and intermediate with the substitutive method (30.3%). Although some symptoms, such as insomnia, fatigue, and difficulty concentrating, were reported by 34--53% of the patients who did not meet criteria for MDD, they were still more common among those who did (85--94%, P<0.001). Patients who met criteria for MDD with the inclusive method, but who did not meet criteria using the etiologic method, had Beck Depression Inventory scores (M=24.5) that were comparable to those of patients who were consistently classified with MDD across methods (M=25.6). These scores were much higher than those of patients who were consistently classified without MDD (M=13.8, P<0.001). In conclusion, excluding criterion symptoms that patients attribute to pain can reduce the observed prevalence of MDD by about 45%. However, this method introduces a problem of false-negative diagnoses that appears to be more significant than the problem of false positives associated with the inappropriate inclusion of somatic symptoms.